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About This Game

This is a slightly different history to the world we know.
An anti-war visual novel parody set in 1930s Germany where you play Goeppels-chan, the Minister of Propaganda, and have to

keep the Fuhrer happy.
The game has several routes - see if you can find the good ending.
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genius nazi-girl goeppels-chan ep1

Total waste!!! Game crashes and stop playing. Disapointed. So I obviously haven't beaten the game based on my time. I do a
first impressions series on youtube (see here) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vu9Yyg1d-HY. I figured I would do a wrap up
of my thoughts here to help you guys decide if you will like the game.

Disclaimer: my PR company sent me code for this game. I have no obligation to provide a good review and I was not provided
money by the devs.

1. If you like parkour/freerunning games, you will love this game.
2. If you liked PS2 spiderman games, you will love this game.
3. Great minimalist art style
4. awesome physics
5. 11 levels (first two are about 20 mins each depending on how good you are.
6. Tons of replayability and interesting "levelution" through green orbs
7. Affordable. I Just beat this game
this game is a throw back to the good old 80's & 90's beat em ups
i beat the game is about 1.5 hours
and i really enjoyed my playthough i will be playing it again & again to try to get a higher score.
this game i can tell will make for a good weekend game with friends and a few beers
the gameplay is very retro style.
the soundtrack fits this games style extremely well.
the art style is very well done.
i really enjoyed this indie game.
Plus This Game Has A Lot Of Humor In It.
it is worth the 6.99 usd that it sells for
i give this game an 8.7 out of 10
somethings that could of used work
i felt that the contolrs felt a bit lose and not tight
and other times when they should of felt tight they felt a bit lose.
but thats just nit picking on my part.
This game is worth buying Its a great game
 for the price tag its 100% worth it.. This game has many pros and cons as it is still in development... but seeing as that is the
case it is reasonable to say this game is pretty good. Few bugs here and there which is usually solved by a quick save, quit and
load. For those who struggle in the game they may have expanded too fast or not considered the farms and medicinal huts.

Pros:
Simple quick game
Can guide survivors with tool (Aura)
Buildings are upgradable
Pretty realistic where tools break clothes wear out etc.

Cons:
Somewhat buggy (usually fixed by save quit then load)
Pinball survivors (bounce around interacting with the things they come into contact with)
Help button is a bit small i didn't notice until i got most of the games concepts

Keeping in mind it is still in development i believe this game has a bright future. This is probably one of the slowest Nancy
Drew games, but don't give up on it. All Nancy narratives are worth at least one try. I especially loved the wolf in the story:)
You'll fall in love with the atmosphere, too.. I really really enjoyed Escape Goat back when I got it in a Bundle Royale (RIP
Desura). The only downside to it was that there weren't enough levels for someone who wanted to keep going back to the game.

Escape Goat 2 is very much like the first one, but with improved everything, including length. And with Steam Workshop
support, the game could theoretically be played for as long as you like.
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If you enjoy puzzle-platformers, this is one that just keeps on giving.. you already know it's a pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥game with a
name like "sparkle 3 genesis".. I want my money back (\u00ac_\u00ac). The comfort of the new and the fascination of
classic.....

This game combines both.... If you love the classic games I recommend my friends!. Trash I never even got my money back
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My Dad loves this game.. The game is discontinued anyway. It was a good game for about 10 hours max, but once you achieve
everything there's nothing to do apart from going for a high score over and over. There's online flash games for free a lot better
than this. Not being able to even toggle sounds or music is a big red flag from the start. No instructions or ideas of what is
happening in game, for instance there is a random debuff the game puts that drains your health constantly until you die, no idea
why or how to make it stop. I tried to give it a shot but when I finally passed the first stage I got to the boss whose attacks are
completely unavoidable. When a game doesn't give you a chance to survive and no idea how to do learn from it, it makes it a
bad experience. Really bad game.. Pro:
+ innovative idea of light and shadow shifting
+ nice calligraphy style
+ awesome local multiplayer
+ many maps
+ simple concept
+ casually playble

Contra:
- single player might get boring fast
- best played with controller

That game doesn't come along with the lastest, best, fanciest graphic, neither there aren't tons of combo moves and the amount
of objects to use is very limited.
The main idea is the constantly changing background either revealing or hiding the player inbetween an samurai environment
and on that the game emphasises.
So there is not too much content, but the content given is a solid base to have fun with.
I got this game in a sale for a quarter of the normal price and made a good deal so far. The controlls were a bit difficult at the
beginning, but since I bought a controller, I can use the whole potential.
So if you like fast action 4 player games, you can buy this one without wasting money. If you are a bit unsure wait for a sale..
Real good soundtrack, plus ponies.

Sure, it's hellish abominations, but it's still ponies <3. Excellent old school RPG - a bit lite for seasoned vets but a great way to
introduce your kids to the world of CRPGaming. Very nostalgic - reminds me of the games I played back in the early 90's
without any of the hassles.. 10/10
clica com wsadzx
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